Abstract
Introduction
It was unknown for sure when precisely the writing of hadith in Minangkabau was started. However, the early 20 th century had witnessed to be the new era in the preparation of compiling al-hadith in addition tothe Islamic jurisprudence, theology, Qur'anic exegesis and mysticism. Even though their works were the compilation of the introduction, translation or set of Prophet traditions, but the works had enriched knowledge of the Sunnah in West Sumatera. It maybe because of the shortage readings and investigations by the writer, as far as he is concerned, neither local reviewers nor abroad crowdedly reviewed the treasury tradition in the realm of producing these scholars. In fact, their role should not be ignored in developing the assessment in heritage of the traditions. The focus of the author of this article is to discuss the direction of development in the writing of the Prophet traditions and acknowledging among others, scholars of Minangkabau. This study is an initial introduction publicly about the works and innovations of the regional authors that may be developed by future generations. Although not all of them were categorized into experts on hadith (Muhaddith) in the definition of a perfect knowledge of mushthalah (memorized thousands of hadith, knowledgeable on fiqh alhadith, and was able to distinguish between authentic and fake-weak of hadith). But it is reasonable to introduce their works due to the responsibilities under pinned with their efforts. Therefore, it may be a very great duty for today's scholars to cultivate the restoration of their works. Humanity is like bricks' complementary in fostering the building to stand firmly, isn't it?
Figures of Minang Scholars' Works on Hadiths Mahmud Yunus (1899-1982)
He was known as a public figure of Islamic education and Arabic language as well as Qur'anic exegesis interpreter. The eldest son of two brothers practiced simple live and strongly hold religious and educational values. At the relatively young age (8 years old), he was appointed as a part time teacher at the Surau lead by his grandfather, Engku Gadang. Here, he studied Arabic grammatical rules, Mathematics focusing on fara'id system as well as Arabic conversation, and eventually appointed as a teacher and school leader of the same school due to the death of his beloved school principal. 3 After teaching and leading the famous Madras School, in 1924 Yunus Mahmud went to Cairo to continue his ideals studying at the University of al-Azhar. In 1925 he passed the exams in 12 subjects of religion and the Arabic language and obtaining shahadah 'alimiyah or comparable degree of pious man pengkajian formal dan bergelar akademik tinggi, agar lebih produktif dalam melahirkan khazanah seumpama itu dengan segala kecanggihan teknologi modern. Ini semua demi menjaga kelestarian penulisan karya hadis di negeri tercinta ini. His spirit of learning was never extinguished. In 1926, he was offered to study at the Darul 'Ulum, Cairo. He was the first student from Indonesia (so-called the Dutch East Indies) even became one of foreigners who managed to enter and obtained teacher diploma (diploma Tadris) in 1930 and was also recognized as the recipient of the highest marks in the subject of insha ' (composing) .
He returned to his homeland in 1931 and directly managed the educational institution or alJami'ah al-Islamiyah in Sungayang and Normal Islam in Padang. He also mandated an important position as chairman of the board of the Islamic Educational College in Padang (1940 Padang ( -1942 ; Dean of the Official Academy of Religious Sciences in Jakarta ; Dean and Professor at the Faculty of Tarbiyah and education, The State Institute of Islamic Studies (IAIN) Jakarta (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) ; Rector IAIN Imam Bonjol Padang (1967 -1970 , and several other responsibilities. Owning the fact that many services he held, he was awarded an honorary doctorate (Dr. HC) in education on October 15, 1977 by IAIN Ciputat, Jakarta. According to Federspiel, Professor Mahmud was very popular for his work on Islamic education in Indonesia and the writer of books on the use of hadith. In addition, as a constituent of Qur'anic Exegesis books.These monumental works had been reprinted up to 23 times. This means that the treasures of his interpretation remains the most famous references, even though there had been the deeper work of other Qur'anic interpretation books than his which were somewhat more scientifically written.
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As a writer, there had been 63 works produced which consisted of 49 books in Indonesian and 27 in Arabic, including Islamic religious sciences, education and Arabic. 6 According to Irhas Samad, precisely he had spawned 82 treasures of the work since the period of 1920 to 1982, which included books on fiqh and usul al-fiqh, Arabic, interpretation, Islamic education, morals, monotheism and history. From a number of essays that once had been discussed (topics on hadith and the science of hadith) in particular, such as:
First, Mustalah Ilm al-Hadith (written in Arabic). This book explained the conception of the science of hadith which was understood from its title. It was the Arabic-language work composed by him in December 25, 1940 (26 Zulkaidah 1359 and completed in Sungayang on 10 April 1941 (13 Rabiulawal 1360) in Padang.
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The contents of the discussion began with the science of hadith dirayah-riwayah and ended with a brief review of the hadith qudsi. The background of the preparation of this book was driven by a desire to avail for students of religious schools. As stated in the book's preamble:
Meaning: This is a small treatise on the science of mushthalah al-hadith formulated from thick books to be beneficial for students and be used as a reference by educators in various religious schools. I hope this book could be well received and only God nevertheless to crave for prayer (the best). Edition (1975) of this book which was found in the Library of the National University of Malaysia. Discussing on the purpose of writing books, the major aim is to provide convenience for the students of PGA, SGHA and secondary madrasahs in understanding the object of the science of hadith which was much compiled in Arabic. Moreover, this work is also suitable for the learners who want to know the theory of the science of hadith. In addition, terms used in the mushthalah hadith as valid, hasan and weak can be clearly understood, besides dealing with muda'af hadith (the hadith which is weak in both text and narrator); Hadith salih is less degree of hasan but was not categorized too weak.
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At the end, there will be a brief overview of the background of the famous hadith scholars among Muslims including those narrated by alBukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawud, al-Tirmidhi, alNasa'i, Ibn Majah, and Ahmad. Second, 40 Selected Hadith: Syarah and Musthalah Hadith was the work of translation of al-Nawawiyah Arba'in by al-Nawawi containing 42 hadith. Between the uniqueness of the workwhich totaled 126 pages and published first by Jayabakti Publisher, Jakarta in 1956 -was the prayers dedicated to Prophet Muhammad PBUH with the great lord ( ) by which the Arabic calligraphy was a hand writing written by H.M. Jasin; the book costonly Rp. 22 at the time. This collection of intellectual included a scarcely work. However, it had been out of printed so that no later addition published by the publisher today. Even, the family did not keep any copy of it. Luckily, the writer found a single copy in the Library of the International Islamic University Malaysia with the classification number BP135 A3 A136E 1956. The content of this book was literally translation from the book of Sharh hadith written by al-Nawawi. The style of writing was the original writing style including ranking of the sanad companions, text of the hadith and mukharrij, the translation of the hadith text; signification of the Sharh hadith were exactly referred to Hadith I to XLII in the Sharh of Iman al-Nawawi. Furthermore, in explaining the brief introduction of the personality of al-Nawawi, the translator referred to Sharh al-Ahadith al-Arba'in Nawawiyah alShaykh al-Taftazani. The treasure was completed in Sionjak (Sionyak), Payakumbuh on June 7, 1956 (27 Shawwal 1375 Third, Musthalah Hadith. Evidently, it is rarely found the great works that had ever been produced as such also justified by his son, Ramzi Zainuddin. 18 The history of inspired scholar, Engku Mudo Zainuddin, who was born in Koto Nan Ampek, Payakumbuh on Thursday, February 7, 1907 (23 Dhulhijjah 1324), had been returned to the presence of the divine of one morning on Friday, March 29, 1957 (27 Sha'ban 1376 at the age of approximately 50 years old. The late successor was buried at cemetery of the Islamic Ma'had, Jalan Soekarno Hatta No. 20 Koto Nan Ampek, Payakumbuh.
Ustadz Fachruddin Husain (1908-1987)
Ustadz Fachruddin Husain (1908 -1987 Tuanku Husain Khatib, his father was the first teachers who taught alQur'an and Arabic-Malay scripts. As a child of a clergy, he was often taken by his father to go preaching to the various niches of the region. After completing his primary education, he studied a non-formal education with several religious teachers in the village of his birth. He studied with Engku Mudo Hamzah in Air Adieu (1921) (1922) As a public figure whose life was mostly dedicated to provide the foundation in the field of hadith, he had spawned a number of articles in the discipline of knowledge that covered the field of the science of hadith, a collection of books on Hadith and Its Sharh, both in Arabic and Indonesian, such as: was one of his works from manifestation of his student, Dr. Syar'i Sumin. But the writer was so far unable victoriously identified the book. By comparing with the description of his other student, the writer found a bright spot that "the study of the meaning of the Hadith" was a course he taught, instead of the headline of his composition.
In addition to the above works, he also compiled the work in other fields, for example
Proceedings of Fasting of the Prophet, Fiqh Mawarith, al-'Arud al-Wadihah, al-Usul alNahwiyah, Sabil al-Zarf fi 'Ilm al-Sarf, Ma Fi 'rifah al-Fasahah wa al-Balagha,' Ilm al-Tafsir,
and educational papers. Why was he able to produce brilliant works? The mastery of knowledge instruments (Arabic Language) very well alleged to be the key of scientific treasures. It apparently seemed not enough for only mastering the spoken language, but also it must be the connected instrument to learn more Islamic mosaics.
After hadith about "Taking Care of Tooth Health." When the compilation style of the book was seriously observed, the author seemed mostly apply global and simple method of discussion with high-frequency words used for pubic and students. He addressed the writing of hadith accompanied by its translation and short remarks about the significance of the narrated Prophet traditions. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the works of hadith by Minang scholars during the decades of 1920s until 1990s. Among the six Minangkabau clergies of hadith identified in this study, the writer had successfully mapped the existing kinds of work, i.e. there was one book (6%) on The Biography of Minangkabau Hadith Clergies, two books on the hadith with particular themes (11%), five books on Musthalah Hadith (28%), two books on Compilation of Hadith (22%) and so were books on Translation (22%). There were seven books written in Arabic (39%). This means that the works on Hadith in Minangkabau mostly dominated by the use of mother tongue (Indonesian) which was stated about eleven books (61%). The five books of hadith (28%) written in Arabic by Mawardi Muhammad seemed to be a bit unique comparing to the works by Mahmud Yunus and Oemar Bakry which produced only one book respectively. In addition, Mawardi Muhammad wrote a number of hadith works in several sections. Beginning from the great works of both "The Translation of Shahih Bukhari"and "The Translation of Shahih Muslim" consisting of the former was containing 2027 hadiths and the later was 1563 hadiths. Each book was comprising of four volumes.
The Characteristics of the Works of Hadith by Minang Scholars
The writer realizes that the existing works were categorized as "introduction entry" rather than those works which more critical and swooped performance. Even though their works were still ijmali (shortage), but very much suited with the needs of readers and students at that time. The literally entries in the translation of hadith books by most Minangkabau clergies had its own character and category. None of the interpretation was in conjunction with the work by Syekh al-Marbawi in Bahr al-Madhi as well as Sahih al-Bukhari, Shahih Muslim, Arba'in Nawawi, and al-Ahadith alMukhtaroh narrated by Shekh al-Hashimi.
Jannatul Husna Bin Ali Nuar: Minangkabau Clergies and the Writing of Hadith
Nevertheless, the writer had not found yet the study of the Sunnah dissenter in Minangkabau, either the introduction of the causes or solutions offered. However, a figure such as Professor Edi Safri Datuk Panduko Sati realized or become anxiety and concerns of whom then examine the former movement against the sunnah performed by Dalimi Lubis. Even the former Minangkabau clergies rarely touched "infighting" in the hadith and how to overcome it. The object of "mukhtalif al-hadith" like this used to be mounted by academician, Datuk Panduko Sati when he attended for doctorate degree at the State Islamic Institue of Jakarta in the late 1990s, also can be compared with other campus scientist, such as Professor Nawir Yuslem. It seems clear that the early scholars of the 20th century did not examine many hadith analytically and look only for a suitable methodology to be applied in understanding the hadiths. This includes polemic incorporating elements of a word "foreign" and "recent" in the context of the study of hadith, such as hermeneutic approach in understanding Hadith promoted by Dr. Buchari Muchtar which was viewed from his master thesis or criticism of honor as he offered at the doctoral level. This issue appears to be still curiosity and a "heretic" in the discourse of scholars at the beginning of that period. It is similar to Takhrij hadith on messages at Friday pulpit preaching which were rarely encountered in their concentration of the concept of "living tradition" that recently emergence. In essence, scholars of Minang mostly composed works on mushthalah and translation comparing to most Banjar scholars who had greater attention to the compilation of hadith 40.
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Inspiration and Challenges of Advanced
Based on the above explanation, there are several points of instruction that might be picked up and used as the inspiration by today's generations, namely: 1. If the background and focus on Minangkabau scholars are seriously observed, most of them were "born" from the Surau. Indeed, the existence of Surau as a traditional local institution which in fact had issued a lot of great people. Details for explaining the background and the employment of scholars in the field of hadith are listed chronologically viewed from the birth of the characters, rather than the appearance throughoutthe earliest works. Why is the precedent works necessary for the transformation of today's scholars of Hadith? Referring to their background, the majority of them were Madrasah or Pondok' graduates. By finger counting the scholars regarded themselves to be wanderers of science to the next level. Mahmud Yunus may be taken as the example who continued his studies at the University of al-Azhar and Darul 'Ulum Cairo; Zainuddin Hamidy was studying at Ma'had Islami and the Masjid al-Haram Mecca; Oemar Bakry continued his higher education from Islamic Normal Padang to the University of Indonesia. While the rests were only "certified" as Surau graduates by talaqqi, and also only the alumni of Thawalib and Diniyah School, two secondary-ranking religious teaching institutions. Therefore, it must be admitted that these educational institutions had ever been a center of science and brilliance as well as delivering great figures. 2. Seeing at the cultivated areas of expertise of the above mentioned figures overall, they were also religious leaders. Mahmud Yunus was an expert in Arabic and a reformist in the realm of Islamic education in Indonesia, besides a qualified personnel in the interpretation of the Qur'an. While Zainuddin Hamidy was a writer and an interpreter along with a respected expert on Hadiths of his time. Fachruddin Husain was a freedom fighter and political practitioners diligently translating the work of hadith. Zainal Abidin Ahmad originally known as a journalist, author and political activist. However, the teaching profession cannot slip away, even PTIQ Jakarta had ever raised him as a professor and trusted to be a rector. As for Mawardi Muhammad was a productive clerical educator in generating treasures of al-hadith. While Oemar Bakry was merchant who victoriously cultivated in the field of printing propaganda (writing), even had a brilliant workon Qur'anic exegesis named Tafsir Rahmat. Good works must be collectively done among generations in order to be lighter. This was the philosophy of "charity jama'i" in the Hadith Sahih Bukhari 1-4 (1937) . 3. As far as the depth of the study is concerned the earlier scholars (1930-1990s ) produced introductory to the study of Hadith with popular languages (not scientific). In addition, most of the treasures were found to be the translation of Arabic literature and not to be "at birth" of the academic tasks but merely in order to obtain a bachelor's degree only. Similar cases touched at them should be taken into consideration for the present generation whenever they write a research paper, such as writing a hadith entitled special (hadith maudu'i Oemar Bakry, alAhadith al-Sahihah (1938) included in these categories. When it is viewed from the aspect of material benefits, royalties earned were not proportional due to lack of facilities as well as computer applications technology as presented today. Indeed, value sincerity needs to be a role model and inspiration for writers and teachers. 5. It was found that method of quoting the hadiths by most of them were practicing simple tradition, i.e.citing the text of hadith accompanied by the sanad in the ranking of Prophet companions and mukharrij (narrators) of the hadith. In addition, they were also lack of the foundation to review the level and position of the Hadith (whether valid or weak), because their main objective is to convey a moral messages contained in the words of the Prophet PBUH, even if the hadith quoted was about the history of famous priests in the field of hadith, such as al-Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawud, al-Tirmidhi, al-Nasa'i and Ibn Majah. Indeed, the works were recorded in intense translation, without citing them perfectly. Therefore, the hadith scholars of recent century need to take a good position to augment the work of the treasury by former Hadith scholars, because their works were still useful to be stared and be the general public references still. In addition to the cases mentioned earlier, there should be developing ideas as once popularized by Ahmad Lutfi Fathullah regarding the method of writing hadiths that focused on a series of sanad in one book, for example, al-Bukhari  'Abdullah bin Yusuf  Malik  Nafi'  Abdullah bin Umar  Prophet Muhammad PBUH in his"40
Hadith Mudah Dihafal Sanad and Matan (Jakarta: al-Mughni Press, 2014) . Even, he wishes to arrange a pedigree system of hadith reported through four lanes. Each lane has 10 to 40 Hadiths. Furthermore, the students of Sheikh Nur al-Din 'Itr has also been developing efforts of "digitization of hadith", a rare touched even unimagined by classical scholars including those of Minangkabau in 1930 . This effort hopefully would necessarily increase public interest in learning hadiths. Lastly, as implemented by the traditional Islamic boarding schools and scholars of the past, efforts should be made to promote memorization tradition among Moslems.
Although it is not an essentially mandatory practice, such as memorizing the Qur'an. At least, the reward can be traditionally applied by means that the Prophet's teachings can be earthed as the sunnah living conception. Why does the racing of reading al-Qur'an should be displayed periodically and regularly? Doesn't the prevalent memorizing of hadiths would make this community more resilient in worship and steady in its Islamic character?
Conclusion
The tradition of Minangkabau scholars in the preparation work of hadith in the era 1930s to 1980s had spawned treasures of the Sunnah with its own values. Globally, the language and style of writing they had performed were a nonscientific style with popular language, concise and easily retrieved. Unlike the writing of the cuttingedge academic scholars formed the tradition by mentioning referral sources through the foot-note pattern, end-note as well as body-note. Although the classical works of Minangkabau scholars did not appear such a patterns due to the need only to achieve academic strata, it does not mean the works presented were non-scientific value at all. Indeed, the persistence of earlier scholars need to be emulated by scholars of institution of higher learning today. Not least among those who hold "flashy" academic titles, but barren in the productivity of scientific papers, but the thesis and dissertation he had presented to qualify for a designation of undergraduate, masters and doctoral degrees. However, if traces gone to the background of previous scholars in writing, in addition to hard ship in obtaining references, no provision of technology, no experience in learning research methodology, they even never think over low royalty sales they got.
Overlooking at figures of scholars coming from Minang at the beginning period of the 20th century, there has been momentum on strengthening the assessment traditions in the country. Although the concerned clergies cannot be considered as Muhaddith as in most of the science of hadith terminology, through writing and teaching, they've got involve in the assessment tradition for enlightening al-hadith. Indeed, their
